After 185 years of being cryogenically frozen, Elon Musk has regained consciousness. After returning home to reconnect with society, Elon began to reconcile with his family who had mourned his absence for decades. Elon Musk took back control of his company from his son A2. At this point, Musk decided he wanted a new step in his life. He wanted to present an award at the Oscars which now takes place on Mars. After seven long, gruelling months of cosmic travel, Elon arrived on Mars. Elon Musk travelled to the Oscars in his flying Tesla 2.7. His tuxedo was black and his tie was galactic.

During the presentation, Elon Musk then made a joke about NASA and his plans to terraform Venus (make the planet habitable). After the Oscars, a mob of angry protestors surrounded Elon and his entourage and threw rocks at his ‘priceless car’ and paint at his face. They were not happy about him changing the Venus they know! Elon Musk spoke to the press with a red face, stating how simple it would be to terraform Venus. Elon Musk stated to the press, “This is just a minor setback, we plan to terraform Venus in the near future.” The protestors have been reported saying “Why is Elon tearing Venus apart?”
HELP! I’M MOVING TO A NEW SCHOOL!

Written by Safiyyah, Suraiya, Manzur & Amira
Y5 Green Class

Going through our archives, we take a look at a previous Agony Aunt letter to see how they’re doing...

---

Letter:

Help! I’m moving to a new school. I’m worried that people won’t want to be friends with me and that I will not enjoy being there. I am a nine year old boy from Germany, and I’ve never moved schools before. Could you give me some advice on how I can settle in and not worry about being a new student as much? I’m really scared because I don’t know the rules that my new school has, and I do not speak English fluently. My experience with school is that there are usually bullies, and I worry that they’ll bully me because I am new to their school. I hope that people will want to make friends with me. Could you give me some advice?

Please Help,
Anon

---

Advice:

It is great that you are moving to our excellent England! It is ok to be shy, you are not the only person to go through this. My advice is don’t listen to people who might bully you. Tell someone you trust if you feel unsafe. Try asking people to be your friend and try to get a good reputation so more people want to be your friend. That will also make sure you don’t get bullied that often.

This boy had come from Germany, and he has now been in Year 4 for three months. Did he survive the teachers and students? So many questions to be asked. Will they be answered?

Read more on page 5.

---

NATURE IS TAKING OVER LONDON

Written by Hani, Hawa, Râdwanah, Sameeha & Tanha
Y4 Red Class

This frightening story may scare you but read on to find out the future. There are Venus fly traps taking over London! In two years’ time, in 2024, London will perish. London will vanish under enormous Venus fly traps. These fly eaters have been experimented on and now can grow ten feet tall in under ten minutes. They grab and eat people, devour buildings and gulp down animals. An eight year old child from Bow, east London said, “These Venus Fly Traps are so huge! And so scary!” Another child said, “Every time I look outside, I see them chowing down on buildings! I have to hide in a secret place under the stairs to seek shelter.”

The Mayor of London warns citizens to evacuate to a different city or country as quick as possible!

---

‘THE MAYOR OF LONDON WARNS CITIZENS TO EVACUATE TO A DIFFERENT CITY OR COUNTRY AS QUICK AS POSSIBLE!’

---

BANG! BANG! THE NOISY FIREWORKS

Written by Ylena, Ayaan, Alyzah
Y3 Lime Class

What a nightmare! The evening of the 9th June, children were in the Dreamland funfair having fun on the merry-go-round, slide, and circus. They were buying delicious food and they gathered together to look at the fireworks. Suddenly fireworks exploded and sparks fell on the ground and caused a fire.

People were panicking! Children were screaming for help. Fire blazed, touching the skies, spreading all over the park. Dark clouds spread out. People were coughing and covering their mouths to protect themselves. Eventually firefighters, police and ambulances rushed to the rides and took the children and adults as they squealed for help. The ambulance medics ran to the rollercoaster where people thought they were going to die. The firefighters saved the children on the rides. Babies, kids and adults got rushed to the hospital. It’s a miracle that everyone survived!
Dear Agony Aunt,

Queen Boudicca is sad because rude, mean Romans are attacking Britain. The Romans are also not listening to the Queen and the world is becoming more rubbish because the Romans are not looking after the country! Now they are ruling Britain. The Queen is now mad at the Romans. How do we get stuff back to normal?

From,
Anonymous Iceni Tribe Member

Hi Anonymous,

Can you stop hating on the Romans? Stop hating your new friends! The Romans are much better than the Iceni and they can make helmets and swords. You should share your gold and nature. The Romans need weapons and trees too which they have another battle. You are acting like the Romans are thieves when they are just asking politely!

Best Wishes,
A Roman Agony Aunt

This article is all about Mount Vesuvius and the city of Pompeii in Italy. Pompeii is now called ‘The Buried City’ because Mount Vesuvius erupted a long time ago. Many people were killed by the lava in Roman times. One day all of a sudden, Vesuvius started to grumble and then it erupted with red, fiery, orange lava blazing out of the volcano. People had to run to the harbour to escape, just like it says in the title of the book by author Christina Balit ‘Escape from Pompeii’. New Pompeii is called ‘The Buried City’ and many scientists discuss that people had turned into stone because of layers and layers of pumice, thick ash and smoke including volcanic rock, falling on them. Amazingly, it’s now safe to go on holiday to Pompeii because Mount Vesuvius is done erupting. It is safe for people to go.

RUDE ROMANS RULE THE EMPIRE

Written by Jannah, Saffa & Yasmin
Y3 Lime Class

Explosion! Many Years Ago...

Written by Anika, Roma, Safa & Ayyan
Year 3

FUTURE FOOTWEAR™
The future of footwear is here...

These shoes are really good because they encourage you to walk more instead of taking a bus or car because it isn’t healthy for your legs.

They play music when you walk and as you get faster the music has more beats and will get louder. You can use them when exercising or wanting to go on a walk for fresh air. The colours we use are strawberry red, grass green, purple grape and sky blue.

Some famous people who have worn our shoes are Cristiano Ronaldo, Mbappé, Neymar Jr, Emma Abass and Muhammed Haqq. We really think you should buy these trainers. They will cost £550 and have Bluetooth so you can play music.

You get Airpods that come with the shoe – the case is part of the shoe design. You can select the song by your phone. You can also put it on loop and make a playlist.

Anyone can wear them - women, men or children. They are sized baby 12 to normal 19. You can pick the colours and the patterns. Cristiano Ronaldo wears them to training so he can listen to music. A lot of people will buy them because they play music. These shoes are really unique!
WATCH OUT THE ROBOTS ARE HERE

Written by Esther, Hiba, Adam, Rafi, Yumna & Mikael
Y3 Yellow Class

This report is about how robots took over Planet Earth. Robots arrived from Pluto, and they landed in a forest. It was misty and the robots didn’t think that the tall, green creatures surrounding them looked right. These were trees – something the robots had never seen before. Humans tried to fight the robots, but they were undefeatable! This was the end of the human generation and the start of the robot generation!

The humans lost the battle, but they will win the war! The humans fled and no-one was protecting their beloved rainforest, so the robots went there, where nobody roams. The robots pulled out their sharp, shiny blood-thirsty swords and chopped down the trees! The robots had their despicable fun. They then left to get some oil and bolts covered in fossil fuel to eat.

To the robots’ surprise one person was still alive at the edge of the rainforest and he has been watching the robots cautiously, counting their every move and making a plan. As far as we know, the plan is terrific. The human’s name is Derin. Will he defeat the robots? Will this be the end? Read the next newspaper to find out more.

GLITCH CHAOS

Written by Sulaiman, Umair, Isa, Tawhid & Rahib
Y3 Lime Class

On Saturday night, the 10th of April 2037, microwaves exploded causing fires. The microchips in the microwaves had been used too much and were overheating. Fridges have been opening randomly and ice has been freezing people in the homes. Ovens have been filling houses with smoke so people cannot see. WHO HAS HACKED THE MICROCHIPS?

VROOM VROOM VROOM!
THERE’S A DILEMMA IN FAIRYLAND!

Written by Prince, Yusaf, Alishah, Soreya, Ilhaan & Maria
Y3 Lime Class

An alien has been seen in the sky above Fairyland. It’s causing the flying cars to go crazy! The alien is doing this with a magnet, making the cars go all the way to space!

A famous astronaut called Sofia has spoken to the alien to try to solve the problem, but the alien only speaks gibberish. Read tomorrow’s paper to find out more!

VISIT OCEAN ISLAND FOR THE BEST OCEAN CLOTHES

We would love to welcome you to Ocean Island, the largest sea shop in the world. At our shop, we are going to show you our latest clothing and bags.

We sell swimwear, clothes, and accessories. Also, we are going to show our newest perfumes.

Our newest clothing is the tropical swim kit and ocean themed dress that have yellow and blue leaf patterns. Our newest perfumes smell like fresh lavender and lemon and are called ‘Lavender Island’ and ‘Lemon Tree’.

Our newest bag is a turquoise and white bag with palm tree and coconut keychain.

Our newest sunglasses have a white and blue gingham frame that says, ‘Ocean Island’, with circle lenses. You couldn’t get any cooler sunglasses and all our stuff is very affordable and kids and adults can get matching products from our famous Ocean Island.

Colours include: butterscotch, ocean blue, vanilla, coconut shell and lemon yellow.
FUTURE FLYING CARS
Written by Saira, Raihan, Hamza, Hazel & Rafi
Y3 Yellow Class

In the future everywhere around the world will have flying cars! They will be made to produce oxygen to go back into the air. Flying cars are the newest things in car history and are one of the best machines in the world. They will be used for long travels and emergencies. For our two new additions, the first one is a car that doesn’t need fuel. The second is a car that doesn’t need fuel and has a bathroom, bedroom and a kitchen that never runs out of food.

This is a really sweet car: 600hp in total helps propel nearly 2.7 tonnes to 62mph in a brisk 52 seconds. Pressing a discreet button makes the automatic box shift up to 50 percent quicker and holds onto each gear for longer. Flaps also open in the exhaust tailpipes amplifying the engine’s noise to a subtle roar. In the future, there will be flying cars and it’s going to be extreme. People said that we were not ever going to get flying cars. Well, soon we will! We only have to wait a short time. Also, there will be no petrol stations open because it will not need petrol. There will be no wires in the cars, only the steering wheel, brakes and horn. Available in maroon, black, beige, and purple-blue. You should buy one right now!

ADVANCED TECH CAUSES WWIII
Written by Faizaan, Muhsinah, Rumaysah & Yusuf
Y4 Red Class

It is the year 2024 and schools all over the world have upgraded the teachers to humanoid robots because the teachers didn’t teach the children properly. This however has been a disaster as robot teachers are now taking over the whole world by keeping children hostage. Schools are filled with people running hysterically, smashing lockers and try to leave the buildings. The government has announced that everyone needs help and should get their kids, find shelter and get ready. WWIII just began…

Experts are saying that the robots can be eliminated by using flame throwers or drenching them in water. Robot technology hackers are working on trying to get the robots to self-destruct. Stay safe, look out for yourself and watch your back!

LET’S PHONE UP THE WINNER, WHO WILL IT BE?
Written by Soraya, Fahim, Zahra, Taseem, Kaiyron & Nazim
Y5 Aqua Class

On Monday night at 11.59pm, polling opened and the whole world grabbed their phones to place their votes. The vote is to determine if the iPhone 100 or Samsung 500 is the best. Who do you think will win? 500,000 people have voted already. Who will you vote for?

Some cities are opening polling stations but not like any previous polling stations. They have digital touchpads to place the votes. “We’re saving the environment one step at a time!” said the Head of Samsung.

Speaking of the environment, the current head of Apple has also made a pledge to sell only fully recyclable cases made from recycled materials. And they’re all in fun colours. Isn’t that amazing?

The Samsung fans are starting to agree that the iPhone is better than the Samsung. Because of this, nearly everyone is leaving Samsung and starting to join forces with iPhone. It looks like iPhone is going to win the vote… but who knows?

“The Perfect Pendant™
THE CLEVER WEATHER PENDANT

The weather needs to make up its mind!
Are you tired of wearing a woolly jumper on a hot summer day? Or are you fed up with wearing a beautiful dress on an icy cold afternoon? Well, you’re in luck!
The clever weather pendant is here.

Before getting ready in the morning, click the pendant and it will tell you the weather and what to wear. You’ll never be weather confused again! Also available as a watch.
When legend Messi heard the news about baby pandas on the brink of extinction, he travelled to south-west China. Even though he was a great footballer, he still wanted to help baby pandas. He has found a new focus for his life and made the decision to leave Barcelona as a legend and help the pandas instead. Legend Lionel Messi has built his career up as one of the world’s most famous footballers. His passion for football started as a young child where he would kick a ball around wherever possible. He has now found his new love for pandas in south-west China. He has made the decision to leave one of the most successful football clubs in the world to help change the world.

LEGEND MESSI LEAVES BARCELONA TO HELP BABY PANDAS IN SOUTH-WEST CHINA

Written by Ayesha & Khalid M
Y4 Orange Class

HELP! I’M MOVING TO A NEW SCHOOL!

Written by Safiyyah, Saraiya, Manzur & Amira
Y5 Green Class

Continued:

German boy – three months after starting his new school:

Everything has been going alright but I have been struggling to learn English. I have made a few friends. Some of them are smart and some of them are funny. They are also helping me learn English. One friend can even translate German which makes me feel relieved and makes stuff easier. Everything is not as bad as I thought it would be.

HUMANKIND VS MACHINE

Written by Amina, Faiza, Tahim, Arham & Shiki
Y5 Aqua Class

On Tuesday night, as the clock struck 2am, humans fled from all across the world due to a robot invasion. This was all because of one unknown person… This started with the unknown person hacking up to 10,000 robots to make them become evil. These hacked robots were taught to hack other machines to make even more ruthless machinery. The reason this is happening is currently unknown, but we suspect that it happened due to the robots’ password being leaked. As society cries out for help, we all wonder if the apocalypse will end. We only have one choice though, and that is to fight back. Be aware and take good care.

HELP DESTROY THANOS

Written by Abdur, Ayuan, Farahi & Mohamud
Y4 Orange Class

Dear Agony Aunt,

We have a problem, we are puny mortals against Thanos. We need help. Can you inform every superhero you can name? We are worried that Thanos will click his fingers and half of the dimension will die! Can you call every superhero to give us their superpowers? Please help us quickly because they’re on the loose. We are very close to losing our lives. Thanos is in the city. Send the best superheroes so that we can defeat him.

Many Thanks,
Civilian

—

Dear Civilian,

Thank you for the letter. I am really sorry to hear that you are going through this terror. I have asked Iron Man and he has suggested making an Arc Reactor. Iron Man will be in touch soon about how to do this. Dr Strange has also suggested making your own land. He will give you his superpower ring to get to his trainer who can help. We also suggest that every human get an iron suit and a superpower. That way every human can fight, can be superheroes and save the world.

Best Wishes,
Agony Aunt

SAVE £20 ON YOUR FIRST ORDER.

LEGO VIP cards are very helpful when ordering. You can get free LEGO sets by getting points. The way to get points is that you need to buy LEGO products. The more LEGO products you have the more LEGO points you get.

‘AS SOCIETY CRIES OUT FOR HELP, WE ALL WONDER IF THE APOCALYPSE WILL END.’
**HELP! MY SON IS EATING TOO MUCH FAST FOOD**

Written by Imani, Jannat, Yasin, Ayan & Aanisa  
Y5 Aqua Class

---

**Dear Ms Jannat,**

I think my son has a fast food problem. Lately he has been eating way too much junk food and if he can't have it, he throws a tantrum and gets really cranky. I really need advice! Thank you!

From,  
Troubled Mother

---

**Dear Troubled Mother,**

My advice is that we make the fast food restaurants more healthy. I have spoken to all of the fast food restaurants, and they are happy to take this advice. If your son is still troubling you, please write to me again and I will try to solve the situation.

From,  
Ms Jannat

---

**NOT COOL! COVID AFFECTS SCHOOL**

Written by Lamar, Jia, Fatima, Aryan, Jahzarra & Imaan  
Y5 Green Class

---

**Dear Agony Aunt,**

I'm scared of covid at school and I'm worried I'm going to get it. What should I do? Thanks,  
School Kid

---

**Dear School Kid,**

I understand your feelings but don't worry, children don't usually get very ill from covid. Our advice to you would be to stay safe and follow the rules and regulations so you will not need to isolate. If you listen to my words, everything will be fine. Social distance, wear a mask, isolate if you get covid and wash your hands regularly. If you're sick don't go close to anyone or they will get sick too. Don't go close to anyone who is sick, I hope everyone stays safe.

Best wishes,  
Agony Aunt

---

**SICK OF NO STORAGE!**

Written by Zaina, Kaylan, Habibtar & Anisah  
Illustrated by Oyon & Fatima  
Y5 Aqua Class

---

**Dear Advice Expert,**

I'm writing to you because my house has no more space for all of my things. For example, my clothes, computer case, bag and food. I really need advice about what to do. Please help.

From,  
Jelly Bean Jack

---

**Hi there Jelly Bean Jack,**

I have received your letter and I am glad to help. My advice is to buy the 'One and Only Storage Cube'. It gives you unlimited storage! You can get it from Argos or Amazon. I hope this helps.

From Advice Expert

---

**SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 SPONSORED BY LONG LUXURIOUS LAMBORGHINI**

Lamborghini have sponsored the new Sonic The Hedgehog 2 film. The new enormous car, as fast as Sonic himself, appears in the film! In Sonic The Hedgehog 2, a funny part is when Sonic gives a slow turtle a fast ride in the Lamborghini! The villain is called Robot Nick who hates Sonic and tries to take over the world, but Sonic keeps stopping him. Robot Nick wants to crush him into pieces with his robot crusher. Will Robot Nick defeat Sonic?

---

**CHILDREN FIND WWII BOMB IN CEMETERY PARK!**

Written by Salfi, Buddy, Zakariya & Noshin  
Y5 Green Class

---

A n unexploded WWII bomb has been discovered in 2022 in Cemetery Park by children from Wellington Primary School. Some pupils at Wellington Primary School were in the area and spoke to the news reporter: “This is mind blowing stuff! We discovered a huge, unexploded bomb under the leaves!” “It’s good that it is unexploded, lucky everyone is alive,” said another child The defused bomb has been transferred to the Historical Museum so that people can remember what happened in WWII.

---

**HELP! I NEED TO FIND THE BAD GUY WHO’S CAUSING DEFORESTATION**

Written by Angela, Sara, Shafiu & Ayaan  
Y4 Red Class

---

**Dear Layla,**

My class and I need help. We love the planet so much. Could you help us? We found out that criminals are chopping down trees and hurting the environment. We have no idea what to do. Please give me some advice.

Yours sincerely,  
Zayd and Wellington Primary School

---

**Dear Zayd,**

I suggest you should inform the police about this emergency. Something you and your school can do is plant more trees in the forest. Use the three Rs to keep the planet clean. The three Rs are Reuse, Recycle, Reduce. In addition, you could put up posters to encourage others to help out as well.

All the best,  
Layla
LEGO Eid clothes are coming, make sure you get them! LEGO has designed Eid clothes that have your favourite LEGO characters on them and are free, fancy and fantastic! Go to the store and choose from a wide range of clothes. They’re all free for 11 days while stocks last. Make sure you quickly get them from M&S at Westfield. Tick-Tock – don’t be late, you only have 11 days! Hurry-up, it is a fresh spring style. We will open at 5.30am and we can deliver clothes to your home too. Rated 5 stars. Come quick!

RIDE THE LEGENDARY LEION

The Legendary Leion is like a Tesla, but it is not a Tesla. It is better! It can go by itself, and you don’t need to drive.

The Legendary Leion has two seats at the bottom for kids and the top is for adults.

The Leion is extra safe and there are four helmets that come with it. To get the engine running there is a key in a box. If you want to drive it, you can but if you are too tired you only need to press a red button and it will ride by itself.

Extra features include: a screen for a map, a tablet for entertainment and a built in popcorn maker in the back.